Variability in cell populations is frequently observed in both in vitro and in vivo settings. Intrinsic differences within populations of cells, such as differences in cell sizes or differences in rates of cell motility, can be present even within a population of cells from the same cell line. We refer to this variability as cell heterogeneity. Mathematical models of cell migration, for example, in the context of tumour growth and metastatic invasion, often account for both undirected (random) migration and directed migration that is mediated by cell-to-cell contacts and cell-to-cell adhesion.
still retaining a sufficient number of bins to allow us to broadly characterise the heterogeneity in the population. Figure 1(d) demonstrates the histogram 137 of cell sizes constructed using the same sample of cells with a larger bin size 138 width of 15 µm. Here, we have three subpopulations that capture the key 139 trends in the heterogeneity in Figure 1 (c) without needing to deal with 17 140 distinct subpopulations. 141 In this work we use experimental data to extract the cell size distribution 142 at t = 0 h and use this data to generate the initial conditions in the three-143 species heterogeneous model (Set Ia, Figure 3 ). An interesting side effect of 144 Mitomycin-C pretreatment is that cells increase in size abnormally fast com- . As such, the system of N cells is described by 164 a system of N stochastic differential equations of the form
where x i is the position vector of the ith cell, F ij is the interaction force be- 192 We note that, due to the geometry of experiments presented in Figure 1 The interaction force between subpopulations l and i that describes directed 216 migration is given by
is the dimensional amplitude of the interaction force acting on Morse potential in the form
where a is the parameter that controls the shape of the force function, δ i is the 227 cell size in the subpopulation i, i = 1, 2, 3, and r = |x − y|. We fix the value of experiments.
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We define the total density of the heterogeneous population as 
where P (x, t) is the cell density of the total population, N = 3 i=1 n i is the 257 total number of cells in the population. Here we assume that the cell size, To investigate the ability of a single-species homogeneous model to capture 298 the behaviour of the three-species heterogeneous analogue, we consider a series 299 of case studies. In these case studies we vary only one parameter at a time to 300 simplify our analysis and to focus on the impact of each individual parameter.
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Another approach would be to use the mathematical models to explore hetero-302 geneity multiple parameter at the same time. However, in this first instance, 303 we prefer to take a more fundamental approach and examine the role of het- 
where S(t j ) is the position of the leading edge according to the three-species we find that this more complicated approach gives very similar results to the 339 leading edge data. Therefore, in this work, we focus on the using leasing edge 340 data.
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The experimental distribution of cell sizes in Figure 1(d 
